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INTRODUCTION

SINCE the last century the effect of wind on build-
ings has been pfedicted by observing scale modçll
placed in a uniform airstream gçnerated in a wind,
tunnel, but there have been remarkably lcw
attempts to compare wind-tunnel observations with
thç full scale effects upon real buildings, This is
pÊrticularly surprising since the struçture o[ the
natural wind differs markedly tiom the smooth
uniform flow which has usually been used in wind-

+This paper originally appeared as CIRIA Research Report
No. l0 and is published here by courtesy of the Construc-
tion Industry Research and Information Association.

tThe CIRIA project "Wind effect on buildings and other
structure$" comprises six separate investigations being
undertaken for CIRIA by the Universities of Liverpool,
Çlasgow and Hong Kong, the Elcctrical Rescarch Associa-
tion, the National Physical Laboratory and the BuikJing
Research Station.

As essential first stage in these investigations was the
åssessment of the reliability of rvind flow predictions using
models, This ñrst Research Report gives an account ol the
work carried out at Liverpool to examine the performance
of I :500 scale mode ls of an urban area in relation to the full
scale.

Other aspects of these investigations will be reported in
subsequent Rcsearch Reports in this scries.

iLiverpool Collegc ol Building, Livcrpool.
gDepartment of Civil Engineering and Buil<Jing Science,

University ol Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 9,

tunnel studies. In view of the temptation to apply
model techniques to the prediction of wind behaii-

report.
The experiment consistçd pf a simple comparison

betweçn the average wind speeds observed in an
area of the City of Liverpool and the flow observed
in a model of the same area in a wind-tunnel. It is
becoming increasingly common in investigating
building aerodynamicÉ to attempt to inporporate iñ
the tunnel flow both nafural turbulence and the
variation of wind speed with height. This was done
in the present experiment using a combination of

rJ/hile it is recognized that gust speeds or peak
velocities are important from the final design view-
point, it is fìrst ofall n€cessary to establish the over-
all pattern of air flow. This report ís confined to the
study of average flows unt.il suchf ime as more exper-
ience is obtained on the modellir¡-s of tuÍbulence in
urban areas. The only way in which absolute s¡reeds
can currently be predicted at a site distant lrom a
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Meteorological Station is to make site measure-
ments of the wind over a limited period and to
extrapolate these by comparison with records at the
nearest Meteorological Office. It is rarely possible
to pick a suitably representative position for the site
anemometer, but if the sitç observations from any
one anemometer are supplemented by model
studies of the sort described in the report, a com-
plete picture of absolute average wind speeds which
may be expected at the site can be obtained. (It is
worth noting that the average 24 h wind runs at the
site anemometers in this investigation varied be-
tween 13 per cent and 101 per cent of the runs
observed'simultaneously at the Meteorological
Office Station at Liverpool Airport). An alternative
approach, worth further study, is to argue that since
a good comparison has been obtained between
flows in scales differing by a factor of 5@, it might
be that scales of 1 : 5000 or even 1 : 50,000 could be
used. By using appropriately scaled areas of ran-
domly distributed roughness, gross wind conditions
at one point could be related to those at another,
corresponding to the site of a Meteorological
Station. In this way a comprehensive model ap-
proach to the prediction of wind conditions at any
site could be developed.

It has not so far been possible to investigate this
or a number of aspects of the modelling methods
which clearly need development (such as the value
of profiling the tunnel flow). The second author
intends to pursue some of these points as part of a
further research programme supported by
C.I.R.LA. and the Science Research Council,

USE OF MODELS

The flow of natural wind about a large object
appears to be predictable on the basis of observa-
tions of flow about a scaled model in a wind-tunnel.
The early successes of model methods when ap-
plied to aircraflt design and their apparent success
when used to estimate the wind pressure distribution
on elementary building forms have led to an in-
creasing use o[ model studies and the range of
objects investigated now ranges in size and com-
plexity from wind baflìes on grain trucks[l] to the
Rock ol Gibraltar[2]. There have, however, been
very few attempts to confirm that the pattern of
flow or pressure predicted by model studies is re-
presentative of the lull scale. It is true that in the
case of simple objects it is possible to produce
theoretical evidence [or the validity ol model tests
performed in unilorm flows provided that simplify-
ing assumptions are made about the structure of the
natural wind. However, natural wind flow is not only
characterized by speed and direction (the two para-
meters which are usually modelled in the tunnel)
but also by a velocity profile (variation ol speed
and, possibly direction, with height.¡ and by turbul-
ence; these may make an important contribution to
the interaction between the object and the wind.

Additionally, once the object becomes complex (for
instance in such a way that the upstream part
modifies the characteristics of the flow over the rest,
as in a group of buildings) it becomes impossible to
make simple assumptions about the flow. This may
not be entirely true if the group of objects is very
large, as in a forest or a housing estate, when a few
statistical parameters can be attached to the group
of objects and only gross characteristics of the flow
are required, but it is certainly true of the details of
the flow about any one of the group of objects.

ln the last few years, largely because of a demand
for higher environmental standards and the in-
creasing numbers of very tall buildings, the designer
has made greater use of model studies of wind flow
than in the past when interest was largely confined
to the estimation of pressure distributions on basic
building shapes or on specific structures. One parti-
cularly useful application of model techniques is in
the investigation of flow about groups of buildings
and in the detailed prediction of wind conditions at a
site surrounded by buildings. The functional plan-
ning of new towns on exposed sites, the prediction of
the effects of high buildings on wind conditions at
ground level, the design of environmentally good
pedestrian precincts and parks, and the rational
design of small structures within cities are all helped
considerably by model studies-but only, of course,
if the model techniques give a sufficiently accurate
prediction of conditions at full.scale.

If a suitable wind-tunnel is available it is a
straightforward matter to build a model of the
group of buildings which surround the proposed
site, and to observe the modelled flow. It seems very
likely that there will be some relation between the
model and full-scale flows providing sufficient care
is taken with the model and with the modelled free
wind, but it is not certain that the model results
may be applied directly in design nor is it clear how
much care must be taken with the model or repro-
duction of the lree wind.

The science is in its infancy and it will be a long
time before it is put on a fully rational basis. As a
start, and with the hope of giving encouragement to
those who already use model studies in these fields,
this investigation was mounted. It comprises
essentially a comparison between model predictions
of average flow in an urban area and the flow as
observed in full scale. Without going to much
higher expense than seemed justified in the prelimin-
ary stage, the only characteristic of the wind which
could be measured in the field was the 24 h run of
wind during periods when the overlll wind direction
was lairly constant. This w¿rs observed at twelve
positions in an open site in the centre ol Liverpool
over a period olabout a year. By making a suitable
analysis the observations have been reduced to a
simple form which gives an immediate comparison
with similar results obtained from un investigation
ol flow in a model of the site. The comparison is
cncouraging and the investigation suggests a num-
ber of aspects of the modelling techniques which
require lurther study.
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PREVTOUS MODEL/FULLSCALE
COMPARISONS

There have been remarkably few attempts to
compare predictions of wind pressure or flow based
on wind tunnel observations with the actual behavi-
our at full scale. Stanton[3] investigated overall
pressures on plates in both natural and uniform
model flows. Bailey[4] repeated some of Stanton's
experiments and extended them to a comparison of
pressure distributions on a largè shed. Kamei[5] has
has also performed comparative pressure measure-
ments on buildings but using a turbulent flow model.
In none of these cases \ryas good agreement found
between the model and full-scale pressure distribu-
tions, particularly on the leeward face [see discus-
sion in reference 6l; Dryden and Hill[7], and
Rathbun[8] used the Empire State Building for such
a comparison but the experiment \ryas not conclus-
ive. The present authors have made a comparative
study of flow about an isolated building[9]. Some
relevant work has also been done in connection
with model studies applied to ventilation[10]. The
Building Research Station is conducting an exten-
sive field experiment on pressure distributions[l1]
and has reported some comparative measurements
on flow between a low and a high building which
indicated good agreement[12]. The National
Physical Laboratory have made ah extensive com-
parison between model and full scale air flow over
open deck spaces on two ships[l3] and considered
that the full scale measurements ". . . clearly indica-
ted the value of wind-tunnel,experiments".

The most comprehensive investigation of model-
ling techniques has been carried out by Jensen and
Franck[l4]. They maintain that satisfactory agree-
ment can only be obtained provided the natural
turbulence and velocity profile are modelled in the
tunnel flow. As a practical verification they per-
formed three sets of model/full-scale comparisons:
two of shelter behind groups of, objects, and one of
the pressure distribution on a house. In the first
two cases they found good agreement if the models
were observed in flow having a correctly developed
turbulence and velocity profile. They used a tunnel
with a long working section and developed the
boundary layer naturally using a rough floor whose
roughness was scaled in the same way as the model.
In the pressure distribution on a house they found
a better comparison than Kamei-particularly on
the leeward face-but there were still small dis-
crepancies on the windward face.

The conclusion drawn from a survey of previous
work on the verification of model predictions is that
there is a marked lack of experimental field data
but that on the whole model investigations are
probably best performed in a turbulent profiled
flow.

THE SITE UNDER STUDY
The site chosen for this investigation was an open

area of Liverpool which includes the St. John's
Gardens and the main Mersey Tunnel entrance
(ñgures 1 and 2). It was particularly suitable for

c

Fig. l. Sketch map olLiuerpool and District showing relatiue
pos¡tions oÍ test sile and Speke airport meteorological station.
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Fig, 2. The site, showing distribution of onemometers.
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two reasons: a detailed scale model which included
the area was available on loan for short periods
from the City Planning Department and it was
easier to study a fairly open area because it reduced
the difficulties of modelling position accurately in
steep horizontal velocity gradients. The site slopes
upward towards the East and at the top of it is the
St. George's Hall. It is surrounded by a wide variety
of building types mostly,40-30 ft high. The nearest
large unbuilt area to the site is the river, but this is
over half a mile away.

into the anemometer reading. To avoid the necessity
of making detailed corrections for this, the anemo-

very kindly organized by prof. A. B. Semple, Liver-
pool's Medical Officer of Health, and continued for
a period of about 12 months. Measures of wind

The model flow speeds were measured using a
constant voltage thermistor anemometer whóse

tunnel to avoid differences due to the use ofdiffer-

than a few degrees which introduces only very small
errors and in view ofthe nature ofthe investigation,
no corrections have been made to allow foi this.
Much greater deviations from the horizontal would
be introduced into the wind by buildings than by
the slope of the ground and this is a generãl difficulty
rn uslng cup-anemometers. Again no specific cor-
rections have been made as there was no way of
recording the vertical component of the winã at
each site for each wind direction at the height of the
anemometer. This error could, however, be re_
membered in interpreting anomalies in the com_
parisons with model flow. (The thermistor anemo_
meter is non-directional and there seems to be no
simple way of making such a small electro-thermal
anemometer with the directional characteristics of
a cup-anemometer).

The flow in the model is turbulent and conse-
quently the output o[ the anemometer has to be
a.veraged in some wuy. This was done by integrating
the output over a known períod using an eìlectrol
mechanical integrator. The response oi the anemo_
meter is respect to rising and
falling ã ¡ is that of the cup-anemom considerably moreinlbrm¿rt ¿rbout the turúulence
both in the field and in the modc'l. no allowance can
be made for this error. This is not
ance, for, as is discussed in more
not possible to compare absolute
those normalized to an average fo

. INSTRUMENTATION

The field anemometers which were used for the
investigation were commercial instruments of the
heavy cup counter type built to standard Meteoro-
logical Office specification. They have a small win-
dow in theside, angled downwards at 45",showing a
mechanical counter which measures revolutions of

Fr.{'. -1. Typical mounting of anemometer on lamp_post

the anemometer shaft and is calibrated in miles run
of wind. Twelve anemometers were supported on
lamp-posts sited as shown in figure 2, ¿tt'a height of
20 ft .tbove ground level. The \upporrs helã the
anerìt(rnleters 3 ft from rhe 5 in. dia. posts (fìgurc 3).
As lar as possible lamp-posts were choseri which
had a good exposure in alldirections. A wind_tunnel
experiment showed that if the lamp-post was
directly windward, large errors would be introduced
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each direction and this procedure will cancel out the

first order contribution of such errors. Flow direc-

tions in the model were observed using tufts of
goose-down.

lhínd Flow in an Urban Area

Fis. 4, Two uiews of the | :5O0 scale model under test

randomly distributed scaled roughness to simulate

the City, suggest 1/2 would have been a better

35

MODELLED FREE WIND

There is evidence that models should be tested in
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Fig, 5

t6

t4

o

twelve anemometers together with the times at
which the readings were iaken. These were supple_
mented by recordings of hourly wind speed- ànd

choice, but at the height at which the measurements
were taken this is unlikely to be critical. Another

were not made and the effect of turbulence scale
on the average flow about the model is a point which
requires further investigation

The model used was to
Preliminary measurements,
this experiment' was being
another model to the scale of I : 1250 but this was no
longer available when the time came to make the

stantial are buildings (down to the
river for in erly direction) whereas
the other y less. Hoiever, nosignificant observed between the
two models in the flow fields in the area under study.
It is clearly a matter of some importance in using
these techniques to know how much of the area
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Distribution ofwind periods in each sector occurring
during inuestigation.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of relatire e.yposures in the model with
fitll scale.

ANALYSIS OF OIìSERVATIONS

The raw data from the field consisted of about
three hundred sets of readings from each of the
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with a different and unknown overall wind speed.
It is therefore necessary to remove the dependency
of the observations on the mean wind and this can
be done in a number of wâys. The way chosen in
the present case was to normalise the corrected 24 h
runs to the average wind run over all anemometers
in that period.

Thus, for a given anemometer j, and period s of

the wind in the ith sector, the field observations,
when corrected to 24 h, give a24h run of wind R¿1.

For a given period, the twelve values of -R,j may be

averaged over the twelve anemometers to give

_1Rì¡: 
TT

t2

t R,i
j=r

Table l. Comparison of P¡(field) and Pi¡ (nodel).

1234
Aneinometer position-i

5678 9l0ll12

I
model
field
difference

0.61 1.03 1.03 1.10
0.65 0'82 0.96 0.80

-0.04 +0.21 +0.07 +0.30

0.99 1.32 l.t2 1'07 t'24 0'92 0'87 0'69
0.99 l.l5 1.24 l'18 l'38 l'O2 l'03 0'77

0'00 +0.17 -0.12 -0'11 -o't+ -o'to -0'16 -0'08

)
model
field
difference

0'80 0.97 0.95 0.91
0.75 0.77 0'83 0.80

+0.05 +0.20 +0'12 +0.11

1'16 l.o8 l.0l 1'10 l'10 0'94 l'06 t'oz
1.03 r.32 t'32 l'07 l'29 0'97 t'20 0'82

+0.13 -0.08 -0.31 +0'03 -0'19 -0'03 -0'14 +0'20
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model
field
difference

1.00 l'12 1.07 0.99 l'06
0'93 1.06 0.93 0.92 t.O1

+0.07 +0'06 +0.14 +0'07 -0'01

0.85 0.88 l.o2 0'88 0'84 l'24 I'l 5

0.76 l.0l o'72 l'06 l'06 l'49 0'98
+0'09 -0'13 +0'30 -0'18 -O'22 -O'25 +O'17
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model
field
difference

o.g7 I'15 l'41 1.06 0.97 l'06 0'93 0'92 0'78
0.91 0'89 l.3l 0'98 0'98 l'37 l'13 0'74 0'91

+0.06 +0.26 +0'10 +0'08 -0'01 -0'31 -0'20 +0'18 -0'13

0.80 l'03 l.l2
0.78 1.07 0'93

+0.02 -0.04 +0'17
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model
field
difference

0.84 t'02 l'42. 1.06 0'81 l'31 0'96 0'78 l'04 0'88 0'89 0'98
0.81 0.91 1.28 0.97 0'84 l'47 l'24 0'85 t'06 0'71 l'03 0'80

+0.03 +0.11 +0.14 +0'09 -0'01 -0'16 -0'28 -0'07 -0'02 +0'17 -0'14 +0'18
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model
ñeld
difference

0.72 0'65 1.33 1.02
0'81 o.79 1.35 0.91

-0.09 -0. 14 -0'02 +0'll

0'75 1.34 0.88 0'75 l'31 1'05 0'91 I'17
0.79 1.50 t.26 0'88 l'25 0'68 0'81 0'95

-0.04 -0.16 -0.38 -0'13 +0'06 +0'37 +0'10 +0'22

7

model
field
difference

0'69 0.40 l.l4
0.62 0.59 0.99

+0.07 -0'19 +0.15

o.72 0.46 0.95 0.73
0.68 0.67 0.87 0"14

+0.04 -0.21 +0.08 -0'01

o.77 0.87 0.87 0'79 0'95 l'57 l'52 I'12 I '33

0.6'1 0.95 l.16 0'98 l'13 l'45 l'25 l'07 l'll
+0.10 -0.15 -0.29 -0'19 -0'18 +0'12 +o'27 +O'05 +O'22

0.90 0.70 0'82 0'88 l'49 I '68 l'23 I '38

t.t4 0.7'l 0.98 0'76 I '45 I '53 l'26 I ' I 3

-o.24 -O.07 -0.16 +0'12 +0'04 +0'15 -0'03 +0'25
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model
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fìeld
difference

model
fìeld
d ifference

model
field
d ifferencc

model
field
difference

0.67 0-'12 0.87 0.87 0'91 0'80 I'o'l
0.6'1 0'69 0.80 0'84 I '00 0'91 0'98
0.00 +0'03 +0.07 +0.03 -0'09 -0'll +0'09

0.59 0'96 0.92 0 90 0'93 l'22
o'47 0.89 0.84 0.91 1.06 l'l I

+0.12 +0.07 +0.08 -0'01 -0'13 +0'l¡

0.49 r.l0 l.l7 l'14
0.56 0.80 l'04 0'89

-0.07 +0.10 +0.13 +0'25 -

1.42 1.45 I'18 l'll
l.4s I .30 l'56 l'06
0.06 +0.15 -0.38 +0'05

r.ll 0'94 l.l8 l'01 I'19 0'85
1.24 0.82 I '40 l'17 t'37 0'68

-0.il +0'12 -0.02 -0'16 -0'18 +0'¡7

098
9 0.73

+ 0.25

0.80 I 38
t.t8 122
0.38 + 0 l6

t.22 l.l2 l.l5 0'75 l'03
r'18 0.89 1.29 0.99 l'33

+0.04 +0'23 +0'06 -0.24 -0'30

o.62
0.62
0.00

t2
o.47 1.05 r.22 0.95 0'91 l'48 l'18 l'12 l'32 0'91 0'92
0.62 0.84 l'01 l'01 0'89 l'24 t'27 l'20 l'27 0'97 0'91

-0.15 +0'21 +0'19 -0'06 +o'o2 +o'24 -0'09 -0'08 +0'05 -0'06 +0'01

0.55
o.74

- 0.19
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and each of the twelve runs may then be expressed
in dimensionless, normalized foim ". 
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The Ã; were then averaged over all periods s jn each
sector to give a set of 144 values of p,, for the twelve
anemometers 7 and the twelv-e sectó¡s i. pu is thefull-scale relatíve exposure of ttre ,"i-ul#o¡¡.,..lo wlnds ln the irh sector, and is independent ofoverall wind speed.

The data from the wind_tunnel observations were
analysed in an exactly parallel way to give a set of
i^:9:l relative .*posu..r, pij. An ìmporrant point
nere ¡s that, to allow for both the variation in direc-tion of the natural win_d. and t¡e ,elto.al gioupingof the wind directions, it was necessary to"averagethe model relative exposures over a range ofdirections. This was done by ou.-ging'Ju", tneexposures which were observed lor- mìrdel windflows in the nominal wind direction-onã''in tf,.

nd figure 6 is a
directions were

and, by spor measuremenrs, i" rrliìllrllt i."r'"1procedure could, ¿rt best, only provide corrãbutiu.
evidence of the similarity ol the iull_sc¿LleanJ-.o¿et

l:i:,_o-:, the.comparironr_*.r" ruipiirùgty gooo
ano an example is given in ñgure 7.
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Figures 8 and 9 show a direct comparison of P¡
and Pl for two sectorial wind direction; similar
diagrams were prepared for all sectors.

Figure 10 is a histogram of the differences be-
tween full scale and model relative exposures
arranged as percentages of the average exposure.
Over 80 per cent of the model measurements pre-
dicted the full-scale exposure to better than 20 per
cent. Allowing for the large errors which must exist
in the field measurements, this suggests that the
model observations give a good prediction of the
full-scale average flow. The figures could doubtless
be improved by looking carefully at the larger
differences to see if any of them may be rejected
(many of them can for such reasons as unmodelled
trees, a demolished building, etc.), but this hardly
seems necessary.

30

CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this report formed the first
stage in a study of the performance of models as a
tool for prediction of wind flow. The number of
tests conducted were, of necessity, limited; none-
theless, the agreement achieved proves the feasibility
and reliability of such techniques and the following
conclusions may be drawn.

(1) The use of a 1 : 500 scale model, in a wind
tunnel providing an appropriately profiled turbul-
ent flow, can reproduce the local wind velocities in
a built up area generally to an accuracy within
* 20 per cent. Reproduction of wind direction is also
generally satisfactory.

(2) Some comparative tests with a 1 : 1250 scale
model sugggst that accurate modelling is necessary
only to within a radius of a few times the height of
the buildings. Beyond this radius a random simula-
tion of suitable roughness is probably adequate.

(3) Further improvement may be possible by
study of the influence of different scales of turbul-
ence and profile of the modelled wind on average
flows close to the ground.

(4) Additional work to determine the minimum
amount of detail necessary in the model and its
surroundings without loss of reliability in perform-
ance will form the subject of a later study.
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